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Shuttles in Riesa and vicinity 
 

After the Covid19-Lockdowns many bus companies have left the business. 

Now there are fewer companies left and the prices have been raised (sometimes dramatically), 

due to higher gas-prices and higher fees for the drivers and busses. 
 

Please contact Daniela Schulze - accommodation@fvg-riesa.de - what you need and she 

may organize shuttles for you and give you the prices. These prices all will be different due 

to the circumstances, times of the day, number of people in your teams etc.. This is why 

we cannot publish any shuttle costs here. 
 

We suggest - if possible - to use your own buses for all transport in Riesa and the region 
from the accommodation to the WT Energiesysteme Arena and back - etc. This may be 
much cheaper than to fly and pay for Riesa-shuttles. This depends off course of the 
distances. 
 

But there is also a much cheaper alternative: 

People arriving by plane at Dresden-, Leipzig- or Berlin Airports,  please check with the 

websites of the airports and Deutsche Bahn (German Trains) for transport from the airport 

to the Central stations (in all three Cities there are airport busses to the Central station) 

and from  

• Dresden Hauptbahnhof = Dresden Hbf (Central Station) to Riesa there are hourly 

direct trains - 35 minutes  

• Leipzig Hauptbahnhof = Hbf (Central Station) to Riesa - to Riesa there are also 

hourly direct trains - 40 minutes  

• Berlin Hauptbahnhof (Central Station) to Riesa - the trains need about 2 to 3 hours 

depending the changing of trains. All trains are well published and announced in the 

stations. 

• Deutsche Bahn - German trains:  www.bahn.de On the upper navigation right 

corner you can select the English or probably your language. So check for example 

“Dresden Central Station (Dresden Hbf) to Riesa”. You should book the tickets 

online.  
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You can arrange with Daniela Schultze about shuttles will meet you at Riesa Station and 

bring you to your accommodation or SACHSENarena if you want. This is mostly much 

cheaper than shuttles from / to the airports. 
 

Please take this into consideration and check with Daniela as early as possible   
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